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Since extensions of a continuous finite factor A are closely related
with extensions of the group K of all inner automorphisms of A [2,
some fundamentals of the cohomology theory of groups reflect upon
constructions of extended factors. In this paper we shall show that the
effectiveness of a group G of automorphism classes for the construction of
extended factors is decided by the fact that a three-dimensional cochain
associated with G is coboundary or not. In general, the group K has
no central element other than 1 and so, by a proposition of group
extensions, the extension of K by G is uniquely determined within
equivalences. On the other hand we shall define an equivalence relation
in factors extended by G analogously to the one for extended groups
and then show that the equivalent classes of extensions of A by G
are one-to-one correspondent to the second cohomology group H(G, Z),
where Z is the unit circle in the complex plane and G is assumed to
act on Z trivially.

1. We use the same notations as in [2 as possible. By A we
mean a continuous finite factor acting on a separable Hilbert space and by

I the group of all ,-automorphisms of A. Denote by K the group of

all inner automorphisms of A. K is a normal subgroup of ?I. Put
the quotient group /K. We take up an enumerable subgroup G of
0/. We call G a group of automorphism classes. For every element

a e G we choice a representative in the coset a of the quotient I/K,
then for every a and /9 there occurs m., eK such that -5. fl--afl.m,,.
This satisfies relations:
1 ) (k") (k")’", for kK
2 m.,rm,r

where k"---k and k’-m-km (mK). We call such a system
{m.,} a factor set of inner automorphisms of A. If a factor set
{m.,} satisfies m.,.--I for every , it is normalized. In this .paper
we consider only such a group for which normalized factor sets exist.
For a factor set {m.,], we get an extension K of the group K by G,
which we show by K=(K, G, m.,) [1, 2.

Let K)-(K, G, ()- Km.,) and --(K, G, m0") be two extensions of a
group K by a group G with respect to different factor sets {m.,)} and
respectively. If there is an isomorphism between K) and K() satisfying
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(i) l(R)keKll(R)keK (i.e. the identity mapping on K)
(ii) (R)keK (R)heK,

these extensions are said equivalent. It is known that K is equiv-
alent to K if and only if there exists neK (eG) such that

hee -). eee eyhoeoee
ih ech ohe hey e coeee by he e]io

For an inner automorphism k of A, there is a unitary operator
yeA such that x-v*xv (xeA), but this v is not determined uniquely.
Every unitary operator w satisfying w*v--z. 1 (Z is a complex number)
induces the same inner automorphism k.

Now let v. be a unitary operator in A which induces the inner
automorphism m., then by (2) we get in general
4

(where Z(a, , ) is a complex number such that ]Z(a, , )]-1). If
v.. is suitably chosen to satisfy

(5) Z, r)-l,
for every a, fl, (. is a complex number), we call {v..} a normalized
factor set of unitary operators of A. Using such a normalized factor
set, we are able to construct an extension A--(A, G, v.) of the factor
A, which admits a group of inner automorphisms isomorphic to K

G,
2. For any case does there appear a normalized factor set of

unitary operators ? We discuss it in this section.
Let Z be the unit circle of the complex plane and we assume

that G acts trivially on Z, i.e. z"=z for every zeZ and aeG. Put
C(G, Z) the group of 3-dimensional cocycles on G with values in Z*)

and by B(G, Z) we show the subgroup of coboundaries of 2-dimensional
cochains, that is, the collection of cocycles (a, fl, y) which may be
expressed as

Z, r)- Z)
f(., r)

by a Z-valued function f(a, fl) on G xG. The quotient group
C(G, Z)/B(G, Z) is usually called the third cohomology group.

LEMMA 1. The element of the third cohomology group which
contains the cocycle Z(a, fl, y) in (4)depends upon only G and is in-
dependent from the choice of representatives and unitary operators

Proof. Let be a representative of G and ’ be another one
then there is an element n. in K such that ’--n. and we get

*) A Z-valued function (a, , r) on G x G G is a cocycle if it satisfies (, r, )"
(, r, ?) (, , r)/(, r, ) (, , r) 1 for every , , r, ?. z(, t, r) in (4) is a
cocycle.
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We show by a"" the image of a by the automorphism ’. Put w
the unitary operator which induces the inner automorphism nr then

* ,ww thenw*v.,wew induces n:m.,nen. Put v, w.v w.v,
=v.,wewe--v,,,ewwe" and

,r_ Z(a, fl, r). That is, we know that if weThis means v.,ev., v.,eve,’
Vemploy a suitably chosen system of unitary operators {v.,} and .,],

there appears the same eoeyele Z(a, fl, r) corresponding to different
systems of representatives {a} and {a’}.

Next we fix a system of automorphisms {a}, then inner auto-
morphisms m, are determined consequently. If {v.,e} is a system
of unitary operators sueh that each v., induces the inner automorphism
m.,e of A and {v,e] is another sueh a system, there oeeurs a 2-dimen-
sional eoehain f(, fl) with values in Z to satisfy v.,e=f(a
Then by

we get

Z’(a /9, r)-- f(a/9, r)f(a,/9) Z(a,/9,
f(a,/Y)f(fl,

This means that the cocycles Z(a, fl, y) and Z’(a, fl, r) are
cohomologous. Combining with the first step of proof we get the
conclusion.

THEOREM 1. A normalized factor set of unitary operators is
associated to a group G if and only if the cocycle Z(a, fl, y) in (4)
for arbitrarily chosen {v.,e} is a coboundary.

ProoL If a normalized factor set {v.,} is associated for suitably
chosen {} and {m.,}, then (a,,y)l. Thus if we put f(a, fl)=l
for every pair , fl

Z(, , 7) f(fl’ r)f(, )
f(, r)f(, r)

Hence by Lemma 1, the condition is necessary.
On the contrary, we assume that Z(, fl, r) satisfies the condition

stated in the theorem. Put v,=l/f(a, ).v,e then
f(, r)f(, r)

Hence v v’ ,,r especially v We may assumea,r fl,r Uafl,ra, a,l-- i,I 1,a-- I,1
v.,-- I. urhermore, sinee
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f(a, 1)f(a -, a) Z(a, a-, a)--I
f(1, ); :ii

v.,v.-, f(1, a)f(a, a-)

,IV-I, i,u,-I i.e. e-i,-- e,---21
because ,- -,--1. Hence { ,} is normalized factor set of
unitary operators satisfying the required condition.

3. Hereafter we tret only groups G for which the condition of
Theorem 1 is satisfied. Hence we may assume the existence of both
extensions of nd of E by . We show the uniqueness of the
extension of E within equivalences.

Proof. Let be central element of , that is, -- for
every eE. Put #, # the unitary operators which induces , re-
spectively. Then ###-## for every xeA. Hence we
get ####-2I (2 is comp]ex number) and so ##
For the trace of A, (#)-(##)-2(#). Thus if T()0, 2--1

Now let e be a projection such that T(), then 2e--1 is
unitary operator nd (2--1)0. Hence (2e--1)#--(2e--1) i.e.-#. If (e)-, there re two projections e, e2 stisfying e-ie2,
2, 2, e-e and 2-#. That is --, and so
preserves invRrint every projection of A. This means that is the
identity Rutomorphism.

within equivalences.

This follows from Lemma 2 and the general theory of group
extensions 1, 52 Extensions of group without centre.

4. By the above corollary, we know that each normalized factor
set of inner automorphisms associated to G is always equivalent to
another one. Thus two factor sets ){m,} and [m,} such that

are connected by
a-’ --an- (n.K), C, 1(1)

lba vavav
Dnot by {.,} and ., th normalized factor sts o nitary
operators eorrsponina 1{,} an {",} respaetiwly an by . th
nitary operator whieh inees ., then we aet the rlation

(6) ’ *

where (a, ) is a two-dimensional cochain on G with values in Z.
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LEMMA 3. 4F(, fl) is a two-dimensional cocycle, that is, it holds
the equality (, flT)(fl, )--4(, )(, fl) for every , fl, .

Proof. By the assumption

Since a,(1) a,(1)--n,(1) n,(1)r a,() a,(2)--a,(),r-,r -,r,, ,r,,r u, , we get
(a, r)(, r)--(, r)(a, ). q.e.d.

In the equality (a, r)(, r)-(a, r)(a, )putting a--l, --1
and r--, we get (1,)--(1,1), for --1, r-1 or --, r-a,
(a, 1)--(1, 1) or (-, )--(a, a-) respectively. Thus if {v,} is
a normalized faetor set of unitary operators and (a, ) is a eoeyele
satisfying (1, 1)-1, then {(, )v,} is a normalized factor set of
unitary operators again. We notice too that the element of the seeond
eohomology group H(G,Z) which contains the eoeyele (a, ) is
independent of the choice of w, because if w-o(a)w O(a)eZ), the
corresponding ’(, ) determined for w satisfies (a, )-’(a, ).

Similarly as for extensions of a group we define an equivalence
relation for extensions of a factor. Let A--(A, G, v( and Aa,/

--(A, G, v( be two extensions of a factor A by a group G with respect
to factor sets of unitary operators {vl,} and {v,} respectively and
D(, D(’ be the algebraic crossed products for each ease [2?. If
there is a .-isomorphism between D() and D() satisfying

1@ a eD() 1@ a eD() i.e. the identity mapping on A,

(iii) r()((a@a)(fl@b)*)--r()((a@c)(fl@d)*) if a@aa@c and

(where v(), () are the traces of A(), A() respectively), we call A
and A() are equivalent extensions of the factor A.

LEMMA 4. Two extensions A(), A() of a continuons finite factor
A by a group G with respect to normalized factor sets [vl.} and {v?a}
are equivalent if and only if the cocycle (a, fl) in (6) is a coboundary.

Proof. Necessity. If A() is equivalent to A(), a@lA() is
mapped to a@u,A(). Since a@l is a unitary operator in A
a@u, is a unitary operator and so u, is a unitary operator in A.
a@a--(a@l)(l@a,) is mapped to (a@u,)(l@a,)--a@u,a,. Hence

l)
0n the other hand

Thus we get
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This shows (a, )----1. Therefore the cocycle (a, ) which appears in
(6) for other different choice of {w,} is a coboundary.

Sufficiency. If (a, fl) is a coboundary,
))uv.,uu.

We replace p(a)u., p(fl)u, p(afl)u. with u., u, u. respectively, then
the above equality changes to

We may define a linear mapping from D() into D{) such that

Clearly this is one-to-one and maps D) onto D(). Since u=l, the
mapping is identity on A and preserves multiplication and .-operation.

On the other hand aa.au.a., flbub and

(a u.a.)(fl ub)- afl vl(u.a.)ub-- afl,
Hence multiplication is preserved.
(qa)*--a{"-

aaau.a and (au,a)*--a
Since v)*",._-u*"_u"-*v)*u.,._ and u-l, the mapping preserves ,-

operation. The condition (iii) concerning the traces remains valid
doubtless. Therefore A() is equivalent to A(). q.e.d.

Since the factor group H(G, Z)=C(G, Z)/B(G, Z) is known as
the second cohomology group, we get

THEOREM 2. If it is possible to construct extensions of a con-
tinuous finite factor A by a group G of automorphism classes, then
the equivalent classes of those extensions correspond one-So-one to
the second cohomology group H(G, Z).
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